Lava Solder-Free Pedal Board Kit ™

Lava High-End Pedal Board Kit ™

Lava Solder-Free Pedal Board Kit is a revolutionary do-it-yourself
cable system designed by Lava Cable and G&H Industries featuring
the smallest-in-class Lava Plug™ and Lava Mini ELC low capacitance
patch cable. Unlike any other similar product on the market, the cable
and plug were designed together as a matched pair using a special
grounding sleeve instead of set screw for the ground connection to
significantly increase reliability and provide for the best possible
connection using solder-free plug technology. This system allows for
closer pedal spacing than any like product on the market – it is truly
Best-In-Class.

Lava Cable’s innovative High-End Pedal Board Kit features the
first true high-end cable to be used as part of a solder-free cable
and plug system. The Mini Ultramafic consists of a 99.95% pure
Silver Plated Copper (SPC) 20 AWG conductor and a 98% coverage
SPC braided shield. This conductor and shield material provide for
higher conductivity and lower resistance, which matched with a
designed capacitance of 30 pF/ft significantly reduces signal loss
on pedal boards and enables the best possible overall tone of any
like product in existence. Its outer diameter of .195” makes the
cable extremely flexible and a perfect match for any pedal board or
rack system. This unique kit takes solder-free cable design to the
next level. It works with our solder-free and soldered revolutionary
Lava Mini Plugs. The cable and plugs are Made in the USA.

MAP: $89.95 for kit with 10’ Mini ELC Cable, 10 Right Angle Plugs
and stripping tool

Mini Soar ™ DIY Kit and Cable

Lava Solder-Free Plug Caps

Lava Solder-Free Cable Center ™

Designed to allow for color coding for purposes like send/
return, the Lava Solder-Free Plug caps fit snugly on all
plugs, can be re-used and come in four colors: Black,
White, Red and Green.

Easy to assemble and set up, each Lava Cable Center™
comes with 100 Lava Plugs, 100 feet of Lava Mini ELC cable
along with several stripping tools and a set of cutters.
Multiple options are available. Ideal for making custom
in-store cables and re-cabling pedal boards and it fits
easily on store counters.

MAP: $1.00 each

The Mini Soar™ cable is a smaller version the Lava Soar™ instrument
cable. The Mini Soar™ is a super flexible, affordable solid-core low
capacitance patch and installation cable. It features 28 pF/ft capacitance, a 22 AWG solid-core conductor with spiral shield and a .155”
outer diameter. It is ideal for wiring pedal boards and rack systems.
The Mini Soar™ DIY kit comes with low profile G&H plugs with Copper
Core Technology™.
MAP: $49.95 for kit with 10’ Mini Soar Cable, 10 G&H Nickel/Nickel
Plugs

MAP: $629.95 to $854.95 based on plug type

www.lavacable.com
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Ultramafic ™ High End Guitar Cable

American Stadium ™ Guitar Cable

“Ultramafic lava takes the composition and temperatures of
eruptions to the extreme… creating a highly mobile liquid with
viscosity as low as that of water… “

The Lava American Stadium™ cable is a special version of our
flagship cable the Lava ELC with a red, white and blue outer cloth
braid and white heatshrink with the CEO’s signature, a 28-year
veteran of the U.S. Army. It completely meets the U.S. Federal
Trade Commission’s Made in USA standard.

The Lava Ultramafic™ cable is our very best high-end cable and is
designed to take your tone to the extreme and let your signal flow
just like water. It features specially designed highly conductive
layering and a 18 AWG silver plated stranded copper conductor
as well silver plated 97% shielding for extremely low noise with
capacitance at 25 pF/ft in the sweet spot range for instrument
cables. This world-class instrument cable has a large outer
diameter for durability and has been matched to Lava Cable’s
Silver Wire™ plugs – the only plugs on the market featuring a
silver core. There is no other cable quite like it.
MAP: $124.95 for a 20-foot cable

This cable is made in tribute to all those who have served in the
Armed Forces of the United States, especially those who have
paid the ultimate sacrifice. Like them, this cable is a true patriot.
The cable is specifically designed for guitar and instrument
applications and is designed to be flexible, rugged and provide
superior high definition. 99.99% Pure Oxygen Free Copper (OFC)
and superior components are used to make a world-class cable
capable of superb performance in all situations. G&H nickel
straight and right angle plugs are used and each cable is
assembled using silver solder.
MAP: $79.95 for a 20-foot cable

Soar ™ High End Guitar Cable

Clear Connect ™ II Cable (Solder-Free)

The Lava Soar™ is the most affordable solid-core high end guitar
cable on the market. It features dual solid copper conductors in a
unique configuration, superior shielding, highly conductive Lava
Silver Wire Plugs standard, and a rugged outer braid for durability.
It is flexible, and with low capacitance of 29 pF/ft in the sweet spot
zone, it provides outstanding frequency response so you can hear your
guitar the way it was meant to be heard. Lava customers around the
world have been raving about how their tone is improved with this
great cable. Your tone will reach new heights with the Lava Soar.

The revolutionary Lava Clear Connect™ II cable is now significantly
better with completely re-designed solder-free Pure Plugs™ by Abbatron. Both the plugs and manufacturing processes have been
improved to produce the most reliable cable of its type on the market.
The cable features G&H Industries by Abbatron solder-free Pure
Plug™ and Clear Connect Technology™ — a patented process where
the connectors are high-pressure crimped onto the cable. As a result,
the Lava Clear Connect™ II Cable produces the purest signal path
possible. At 26 pF per foot its capacitance has been designed in at
the sweet spot for instrument cables. With a large outer diameter of
.260”, 98% shielding, and 99.99% pure Oxygen Free Copper (OFC)
for both the shield and conductor, it is a world-class cable capable
of superb performance and durability in all situations that has been
designed specifically with tight tolerances to fit the G&H Pure Plug™.

MAP: $89.95 for a 20-foot cable

MAP: $74.95 for a 20-foot cable
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Vintage Tweed Guitar Cable

Un-Coil ™ Guitar Cable

Featuring a vintage tweed outer covering, The Lava Vintage cable
is specifically designed for guitar and instrument applications
and is designed to be flexible, rugged and provide superior high
definition. 99.99% Pure Oxygen Free Copper (OFC) and superior
components are used to make a world-class cable capable of
superb performance in all situations. The capacitance of the
Lava Vintage at 21 pF/ft is in the sweet spot range for instrument cables and was purposely chosen to provide the best sound
possible. Every aspect of this cable was designed with the guitar
player in mind to provide for low microphonics,
reliability, and superior frequency response. G&H straight and
right angle plugs are used and each cable is assembled using
German
made WBT Silver Solder.

The Lava Un-Coil™ cable is our popular Retro-Coil cable before it
is coiled and features an exclusive proprietary outer jacket that
is a unique Hybrid Elastomeric Polymer blend that makes it the
most light and durable coil cable available, and allows for vibrant
colors not seen with the competition. It passes signal extremely well
because the effects of high capacitance are minimized by using a
99.99% pure oxygen free copper low- strand count conductor and
spiral shield, as well as a nitrogen-injected FPE dielectric to dial
in the capacitance so this cable sounds just right – not too dark or
bright. It is dead quiet in all situations due to a specially designed
inner PVC jacket that was formulated to reduce triboelectric noise
to a minimum. Gold plated G&H plugs by Abbatron with their
patented Copper Core Technology™ are used with 4% silver solder
to clearly set the Lava Un-Coil™ apart as best-in-class.

MAP: $69.95 for a 20-foot cable

MAP: $64.95 for a 20-foot cable

Lava ELC ™ Cable

Blue Demon ™ Guitar Cable

The original cable that started it all! This cable is specifically
designed to be flexible, rugged and provide superior, balanced
sonic characteristics that enhance the sound of any guitar it is
plugged into. It features a larger outer diameter of .305”, 99.99%
Pure Oxygen Free Copper (OFC) for both conductor and shield, and
capacitance of 25 pF per foot that is in the sweet spot range for
instrument cables. Every aspect of this cable was designed with the
guitar player in mind to provide for low microphonics, reliability, and
superior frequency response. It is terminated with G&H Ultra High
Clarity™ straight and right angle Show Saver™ gold plated plugs
using 4% silver solder.

The Lava Blue Demon cable was designed for rugged stage use and
provide superior performance at a bargain price, with better sonic
characteristics and performance than all instrument cables in its
class. It Features G&H Industries Ultra High Clarity Plug™ where the
conductor is soldered directly to the tip, a 99.9% pure copper low
strand count conductor, 23 pF/ft low capacitance, a 93% spiral
shield for excellent RF rejection and it is and assembled with 4%
silver solder to maximize signal flow.
MAP: $44.95 for a 20-foot cable

MAP: $69.95 for a 20-foot cable
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Pink Diamond ™ Guitar Cable

van den Hul Hybrid Lava Guitar Cable

The Lava Pink Diamond cable was designed for the girls and to
provide superior performance at a bargain price, with better sonic
characteristics and performance than all instrument cables in its
class. It features G&H Industries by ABBATRON Ultra High Clarity
Plug™ where the conductor is soldered directly to the tip, a 99.9%
pure copper low strand count conductor, 23 pF/ft low capacitance,
a 93% spiral shield for excellent RF rejection and it is and assembled with 4% silver solder to maximize signal flow.

The van den Hul Integration Hybrid Lava Cable represents the
pinnacle in guitar cable design and uses four stranded “Fusion
Technology” conductors in a star quad configuration. Its gold
colored jacket is made of HULLIFLEX®. This cable is specially
made for Lava Cable by van den Hul, a company with more than
thirty years experience making specialized high-end audio
cable. One customer commented: “All the frequencies are well
represented. Good string definition. Fantastic harmonic bloom.
Makes notes sustain forever. It has got some weird kind of mojo
going on. There is something very special about the vdH.” The van
den Hul Integration Hybrid Lava Cable is Made in the Netherlands
and Terminated in the U.S.A.

MAP: $39.95 for a 20-foot cable

MAP: $224.95 for 15-foot cable

Magma ™ Guitar Cable

Krakatoa Coil ™ Guitar Cable

The Lava Magma cable was designed for rugged stage use and
to provide superior, boutique performance at a budget price, with
better sonic characteristics and performance than all instrument
cables in its class. It Features G&H Industries Show Savers™ plugs,
a 99.9% pure copper low strand count conductor, 29.5 pF/ft low
capacitance, a 93% spiral shield for excellent RF rejection and it is
assembled with 4% silver solder to maximize signal flow.

The revolutionary Lava Krakatoa Coil™ cable is a GIANT version of our
first ever multi-color Morph Coil. It is the largest coil guitar cable on
the market! It features an exclusive proprietary outer jacket that is
a unique Hybrid Elastomeric Polymer blend that makes it the most
rugged, light and durable coil cable available, in addition to allowing
for bright vibrant colors and color combinations not seen with the
competition. Tone choking effects of high capacitance are minimized
by using a 99.99% pure oxygen free copper low-strand count conductor
and spiral shield as well as a nitrogen-injected FPE dielectric to dial
in the capacitance to a sweet spot so this cable sounds just right –
not too dark and not too bright. To make this GIANT coil cable sound
even better, G&H plugs by Abbatron with their patented Copper Core
Technology™ are used with 4% silver solder to clearly set it apart
as best-in- class. The only coiled guitar cable on the market
entirely made in the USA – this includes bulk cable, plugs and
final assembly.

MAP: $29.95 for a 20-foot cable

MAP: $99.95 for a 25-foot cable
www.lavacable.com
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Mini Coil ™ Guitar Cable

Tephra ™ Speaker Cable

Designed to provide flexibility in spacing pedals while preserving
tone, The Lava Mini Coil™ features a 99.99% pure oxygen-free low
strand count copper conductor, G&H Show Saver Plugs and low
noise due special layering and a proprietary outer jacket. The Lava
Mini Coil™ can stretch to between one and 12 inches. It delivers
superior sonic performance for a coiled patch cable and comes in a
variety of colors.

The Tephra™ speaker cable has been created based on years of
customer feedback from several different speaker cable types –
combining the best features of these. It is a 8-conductor, 13 AWG,
stranded copper speaker cable that significantly enhances guitar
amp speaker performance and tone. With a thick outer jacket and
jumbo G&H speaker plugs, it is built for the rigors of stage use
and to be extremely durable. Like actual Tephra from a volcanic
eruption, rigs using the Tephra speaker cable will explode with
bigger, fatter, and better tone.

MAP: 21.95

MAP: $54.95 for a 3-foot cable

Retro Coil ™ Guitar Cable

Wireless Coil ™ Guitar Cable

The revolutionary, best-in-class Lava Retro Coil™ cable features
an exclusive proprietary outer jacket that is a unique Hybrid
Elastomeric Polymer blend that makes it the most light and
durable coil cable available, and allows for vibrant colors not
seen with the competition. It passes signal better than other coils
because the effects of high capacitance are minimized by using
a 99.99% pure oxygen free copper low-strand count conductor
and spiral shield, as well as a nitrogen-injected FPE dielectric to
dial in the capacitance so this cable sounds just right – not too
dark or bright. It is dead quiet in all situations due to a specially
designed inner PVC jacket that was formulated to reduce triboelectric noise to a minimum.

A first of its kind in the Music Industry, the Lava Wireless Coil™ is a
small coil that stretches from 20” to 36” and comes standard with
a 3.5mm Male TRS or Female TA4F plug to adapt to most guitar
wireless units on the market. It comes in eight different colors and
provides for excellent stress relief for wireless units.
MAP: 54.95

MAP: $64.95 for 20-foot cable
Colors: Black, White, Metallic Green, Surf Green, Sea Foam Green,
Metallic Red, Metallic Purple, Metallic Blue, Carolina Blue, Hot Pink,
Orange and Yellow
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Lava Power Tube™ Pedal Board Snake
The Lava Power Tube™ Pedal Board Snake is an innovative
6-Cable all-in-one snake designed to wire up any type of
pedal board. This snake is fully customizable and includes
cables for AC Power (shielded), Amp in (Lava ELC), Effects
Send and Return (Lava Mini ELC), TS/TRS/XLR Footswitch,
and CAT 5/MIDI 3, 5 or 7-Pin.

Morph Coil ™ Guitar Cable
The revolutionary Lava Morph Coil™ cable features first
ever random blend of multiple colors – making each 25foot coil cable and true “one-of-a-kind.” It also features an
exclusive proprietary outer jacket that is a unique Hybrid
Elastomeric Polymer blend that makes it the most rugged,
light and durable coil cable available.

Super Coil ™ Guitar Cable
The Lava Super Coil at 35-feet is longest coil on the market
and is simply a longer version of our revolutionary bestin-class Lava Retro Coil™ cable, making it great for large
stages and players who like to mover around a lot. It
comes in nine colors.
MAP: 84.95

MAP: 74.95 for a 25-foot cable

At 3/4” in outer diameter, the Lava Power Tube™ very
flexible and can be terminated in multiple configurations.
The effects send and return cables work with Lava SolderFree and Soldered Mini Plugs. The cables are color coded
and use-identified with clearly legible print legends. All
cables are shielded so there is no crosstalk and noise. The
AC power cord can even be terminated so a power Y cable
can be used for multiple power supplies. There is no other
snake quite like it. Finally there is a snake that can wire
everything on any pedal board.! The Lava Tube™ can be
purchased as bulk cable or terminated in Lava Cable’s
Custom Shop. Made in USA.
Price from $169.95 (10-Feet) to $279.95 (25-feet)
dependent on length and plug options chosen.
Bulk price is $7.45 per foot.

Fountain Microphone Cable
Lava Cable introduces the Fountain™ microphone cable – a no compromise
star-quad cable designed to provide superior high end quality performance
at a bargain price. The Fountain™ uses the purest available American-made
oxygen-free copper in for use in audio cables for both the shield and its four 24
AWG conductors to achieve extremely low resistance and high conductivity – key
to dynamic frequency response and efficient signal transfer. An outer diameter
of .245” black high-grade PVC makes the Fountain™ very flexible and rugged.
Featuring Abbatron’s new gold-plated Beryllium and Trillium alloy copper contact
XLR plugs that provide lower resistance, increased conductivity and greater
stiffness for better contact and insertion/extraction durability than standard
plated brass XLR plugs, along with a designed capacitance of 37 pF per foot, the
Fountain™ possesses an industry unique configuration of insulation, conductors,
plugs and materials which make it a superior microphone cable for both studio
and stage use. Let your signal really flow with the Fountain™ microphone cable!
The bulk cable is made and assembled in the USA.
www.lavacable.com

Bulk Lava Cable
Lava Cable provides the following cable in bulk:
• Mini ELC (100-foot spools and by-the-foot),
• Mini Soar (500-foot Reelex Boxes and by-the-foot),
• Lava ELC (500-foot spools) and
• Vintage Tweed (500-foot spools).
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Lava Para-Strap VII ™

The Lava Plug Solder Version (LPSV™)
The Lava Plug Solder Version or LPSV™ is smallest soldered plug in existence. This innovative plug represents Lava Cable’s ongoing
efforts to provide world-class products that improve the playing experience for musicians. The LPSV™ has one solder point, and
excellent ease of assembly. The included insulators make this plug virtually impossible to short once assembled. This revolutionary plug
is completely identical to our Solder-Free plug on the outside. It is designed to work exclusively with our Mini ELC and Mini Ultramafic
cable and comes in kits with either 10-feet or 5-feet of cable and a stripping tool or individually. Ideal for pedal boards and racks,
LPSV™ brings unmatched small size, very low capacitance of 8.5 pF per plug, and the reliability of a soldered connection to musicians
who require the best of all worlds.

The Para-Strap VII is has been created by a Paratrooper, Master
rated Jumpmaster, and Skydiver and is designed and made to be
affordable, rugged (combat ready), comfortable, easily secured to
guitars, with unique features not found on any other guitar strap on
the market.
The Para-Strap VII is adjustable from 44” to 54” and features thick,
durable leather tabs, two-inch, Type 24 military parachute webbing; 22 inches of quarter-inch thick padding covered by two-inch
tubular nylon; a dual-direction wireless unit holder and a Velcro
retainer - serving as 2-point cable securing system. It is the only
strap on the market with these unique features. It currently comes
in eight colors: Blue, Orange, Yellow, Silver, Sage Green, Black, Tan
and Coyote Brown. It is a super comfortable strap and is ideal for
bass guitars and heavy guitars such as Les Paul’s. It is completely
Made in the U.S.A.
MAP: $49.95

G&H Plugs by ABBATRON
Featuring industry unique Copper Core Technology™, these worldclass plugs have higher conductivity and lower resistance than
any other audio plugs, resulting in better sonic characteristics and
performance for any cable they are attached to. Easy solder points
and an “assembler friendly” design provide for the best ease of use
and reliability of any audio plug on the market. They are made in
the U.S.A.

Lava Tote Bag ™
The Lava Tote Bag™ has been designed as an affordable, small
gig bag to carry cables, pedals, small pedal pedal boards and
accessories. It measures 20” x 12” x 5” and comes with eight
Velcro loops to secure your cables.
MAP: $36.95

Lava Cable is an authorized distributor for G&H plugs and we stock
20 different plug types. These are truly Best-in-Class plugs that
will enhance the sonic characteristics of any audio cable.

www.lavacable.com
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Lava Cable, LLC is a veteran-owned Make-to-Order (MTO) USA manufacturer
of audio cable and accessories for the global Music Industry.
We provide a wide range of unique, superior, innovative audio cable products
and accessories for musicians with a Good-Better-Best product selection.
Each cable is proudly manufactured to order from bulk cable and plugs
that are all Made in the U.S.A.
All cables come with the most responsive lifetime warranty in the industry.
Our products are designed to improve tone, functionality, and durability
while providing unique solutions that enable musicians to enjoy playing and
performing music more.
Lava Cable, LLC products have now been sold in more than 75 countries and
we have active dealerships in 30 countries.
We are proud to have artists such as Steve Vai, Steve Stevens, Dweezil Zappa,
Reeves Gabrels, Greg Koch, Greg V, Andy Wood, Todd Gummerman, Greg Howe,
Neil Zaza, Guthrie Trapp, JD Simo, Carl Verheyen, Mark Slaughter, Jim Weider,
Steve Kimock, Josh Smith and Brent Hinds as well as many other professional
musicians using and endorsing our products around the world.
Our mission is simple:
To provide the best possible USA-made cable and accessory products while providing
customer service second to none.
We invite you to become a part of the Lava Cable team and see why players and
music stores around the world are switching to our products.

www.lavacable.com
Phone: (918) 609-6284 • Mobile: (910) 797-7214 • Fax: (918) 609-6359
208 E. 5th Avenue, Unit H • Owasso, OK 74055

